Recording Studio Twelve3South Produces
Hit Song by Caroline Glaser
TIPP CITY, Ohio, Dec. 18, 2013 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Producer and musician
Donnie Reis of twelve3south studio hits a home run with the Caroline Glaser
song “Money Tree.” Recorded and produced in Tipp City, Ohio, “Money Tree” was
charting as the number two singer/songwriter single on iTunes as of December
17.
“Money Tree,” co-written by Reis and Glaser was produced at twelve3south by
Donnie Reis and Steve Lunt, who has produced hit acts such as Britney Spears
and the Backstreet Boys. Glaser, who is currently touring with Reis and CARA
award-winners Straight No Chaser, is best known for her appearance on season
four of NBC’s “The Voice.”
The three month, nationwide Under the Influence Tour opened by both Reis and
Glaser stopped in Dayton, Ohio, in early November. While in Ohio, Glaser was
invited to twelve3south over Thanksgiving, along with Lunt and other esteemed
recording artists such as the horn section from arena band O.A.R., to record
the single “Money Tree.”
“Money Tree” is part of Glaser’s debut three-song EP entitled “Caroline
Glaser, Vol. 1.” The EP is currently streaming in its entirety at
Billboard.com.
Reis, a multi-instrumentalist who has written and produced songs for
recording artists, television, and film, launched twelve3south with
operations manager Kelechukwu Oparah and engineer Josh Rowe, both graduates
of the esteemed Middle Tennessee State University Recording Industry program.
Twelve3south is headquartered in Tipp City just north of Dayton, Ohio.
In addition to “Money Tree,” twelve3south has also produced and arranged
works for Billboard hit artists Champion, Byron Cage, and Tye Tribbett, all
published by twelve3south’s in-house publishing label, Champion Band
Publishing.
About twelve3south:
Twelve3south is equipped with the music industry’s most cutting edge signal
chains utilizing the latest innovations in technology along with the best in
tested, classic analogue signal processing. Producer, Donnie Reis however is
most proud of the great team of engineers and players that truly makes it fun
to come to work every day. Twelve3south is equipped with a full Avid ProTools
HD Native system utilizing Apogee’s flagship interface, the Symphony I/O with
24 channels of analog I/O, implementing the best AD/DA converters the
industry has to offer. Twelve3south also uses Avid’s C|24 control surface and
its 16 onboard mic pres to help maximize workflow.
For more information on twelve3south and Donnie Reis, visit
http://twelve3south.com/.

About Caroline Glaser:
Best known for her appearance on season four of NBC’s “The Voice,” Glaser
hails from Missouri. Caroline is an indie/folk singer currently studying
education at the University of Kansas. She is a big fan of musicians Sara
Bareilles, Ingrid Michaelson and Ben Folds, and she plays the guitar, ukulele
and piano. Glaser is currently on tour and opening for Straight No Chaser and
their nationwide Under the Influence Tour. Glaser has just released her debut
three-song EP entitled “Caroline Glaser, Vol. 1.”
For more information on Caroline Glaser, visit http://carolineglaser.com/.
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